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WIDE DONOR SCARS

Donor-site scarring follows all hair transplants. The scars can range from imperceptible to extremely deForming. If sufficient and unusually lax occipital scalp is present, direct excision of the widened scar with
layered or trichophytic closure can be performed. This case scenario is very uncommon, however. More
commonly, a broad and unsatisfactory donor-site scar is present because excessive scalp has been
removed during harvest and excessive tension on the wound closure has resulted in a wide scar. In the
past, the author has used a W-plasty scar revision and other approaches utilizing local tissue
rearrangement and mobilization.
We rejoice is well known hair transplant in Pune due to our work and effort. We provide you affordable
hair transplant in Pune. Our transplanted hairs looks like natural hairs. We solve all your hair related
issues. We provide you hair transplant without any cut, no pain and no stitches. Today the cost of hair
transplant in Pune is at high bout we provide you low cost hair transplant in Pune. Our hair transplant
clinics in Pune deals in hair transplantation, hair surgery, damage therapy etc. Our clinics of hair
transplant in Pune, hair transplant in Mumbai, hair transplant in Bangalore.

Common hairline design problems include blunting of the temporal angles, lack of symmetry, and a
hairline that is positioned too low on the forehead.

Hair Restoration Complications:
Hair restoration surgery has emerged as a leading technique for rejuvenation of the upper third of the
face. Using contemporary techniques, the results are generally indistinguishable from the appearance of
native scalp hair. Unfortunately, older techniques of hair transplantation did not produce this quality
result. As a result, there are a considerable number of patients who bear the visual and psychological
burden of older hair transplant techniques. In addition, there are regrettably additional patients who
have similar unnatural hair transplant results from poorly performed procedures completed in recent
time. Understanding the anatomic problems associated with the unnatural-appearing hair transplant is
fundamental to the successful correction of the deformity. The most common problems associated with
the unsatisfactory hair transplant seen in clinical practice are reviewed, and possible approaches to
treatment are presented. The challenge for the hair restoration surgeon is to provide a level of expertise
and honesty to these unfortunate patients to restore their appearance and self-confidence. Fortunately,
a tremendous benefit for the patient can be achieved when a correction of the unsightly transplant is
performed.

FUT v/s FUE
According to the 2011 Practice Census Results 19 compiled by the International Society Hair Restoration
Surgery, the hair restoration procedure that hair surgeons perform most is FUT, more commonly
referred to as the donor strip method.

With FUT, the surgeon excises a large piece from the scalp of the back of the head using a scalpel.
Thousands of naturally occurring hair follicular groups are created, commonly referred to as grafts, from
this strip of excised scalp. These grafts are then implanted into small incisions that the physician makes

artistically in the balding regions of the scalp. When properly made, the incisions give the relocated
follicular units hair growth direction, angle, spacing, and depth so that the surgeon can sculpture and
create a natural-looking transitional frontal hairline.
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